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Abstract
This paper presents the Parallel BGL, a generic C++ library for distributed graph computation. Like the sequential
Boost Graph Library (BGL) upon which it is based, the Parallel BGL applies the paradigm of generic programming
to the domain of graph computations. Emphasizing efficient generic algorithms and the use of concepts to specify the
requirements on type parameters, the Parallel BGL also provides flexible supporting data structures such as distributed
adjacency lists and external property maps. The generic programming approach simultaneously stresses flexibility and
efficiency, resulting in a parallel graph library that can adapt to various data structures and communication models
while retaining the efficiency of equivalent hand-coded programs. Performance data for selected algorithms are
provided demonstrating the efficiency and scalability of the Parallel BGL.
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Introduction

The widespread use of software libraries improves research by providing a common infrastructure that amortizes the
costs of implementing widely-used algorithms and data structures over all researchers and practitioners using the
library. Libraries provide a language that improves dissemination of research results and simplifies comparison of
alternatives when the library is used as common ground. Popular software libraries serve as a single point of optimization, where library optimizations can benefit a great number of existing and future applications without requiring
changes in those applications. Perhaps more importantly, a single widely-used implementation is more likely to be
reliable and correct.
The MPI [23, 36] and PVM [22] libraries have been very successful at abstracting the parallel execution environment, so that a parallel program written with either library can be easily ported to other environments, often retaining
its performance characteristics. Moreover, many vendors provide implementations of MPI or PVM optimized for
particular platforms, enabling better performance for any algorithm written using these libraries.
Libraries that abstract certain application domains, such as linear algebra or graphs, can be built on top of lowerlevel libraries. In the former domain, popular sequential libraries such as BLAS [32] and LAPACK [5] have spawned
parallel variants [2, 9], simplifying the parallelization of programs written to the sequential interfaces. On the other
hand, while there are several sequential graph libraries, such as LEDA [35], Stanford GraphBase [31], and JUNG [51]
there are relatively few attempts at parallel graph libraries [3, 14, 29] and none that provide the flexibility needed in a
general-purpose library.
The sequential Boost Graph Library (BGL) [43, 44], formerly the Generic Graph Component Library [34], is a
high-performance generic graph library that is part of the Boost library collection [11]. The Boost libraries are a
collection of open-source, peer-reviewed C++ libraries that have driven the evolution of library development in the
C++ community [1] and ANSI/ISO C++ standard committee [6].
The Parallel Boost Graph Library (Parallel BGL) [26] provides data structures and algorithms for parallel, distributed computation on graphs. The Parallel BGL retains much of the interface of the (sequential) BGL on which it is
based, simplifying the task of porting programs from the sequential BGL to the Parallel BGL. The Parallel BGL, like
the BGL, is a generic library written in C++ with a dual focus on efficiency and flexibility. Following the principles
of generic programming [39, 45] and written in a style similar to the C++ Standard Template Library (STL) [38, 46],
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data types provided by the Parallel BGL are parameterized by the underlying storage types (allowing one to create
customized graphs with no performance penalty) and algorithms provided by the Parallel BGL are parameterized by
the data types they operate on (allowing one to use any suitable graph type with the algorithm).
Section 2 briefly describes the generic programming methodology. Section 3 describes the syntax of the sequential
and Parallel BGL, highlighting the similarities and differences between the two interfaces. An evaluation of the
performance of several algorithms in the Parallel BGL, including a comparison against the CGMgraph library [14], is
given in Section 4. Section 5 discusses related work with conclusion and future work in Section 6.

2

Generic Programming

Generic programming has recently emerged as an important paradigm for the development of highly-reusable software
libraries [7, 39]. The term “generic programming” is perhaps somewhat misleading because it is about much more
than simply programming per se. Fundamentally, generic programming is a systematic approach to classifying entities
within a problem domain according to their underlying semantics and behaviors. The attention to semantic analysis
leads naturally to the essential (i.e., minimal) properties of the components and their interactions. Basing component
interface definitions on these minimal requirements provides maximal opportunities for re-use.

2.1

Generic Algorithms

Generic algorithms place the minimum requirements on the data types received as arguments. For instance, summing
a collection of elements only requires that we be able to visit all of the elements in the collection and extract the
corresponding values. A generic algorithm should therefore be able to work correctly with any collection of elements
supporting traversal and element access. A generic version of sum() could be defined this way.
template<typename InputIterator, typename T>
T sum(InputIterator first, InputIterator last, T s) {
while (first != last)
s = s + ∗first++;
return s;
}

This algorithm is a function template, parameterized on InputIterator and T. The algorithm can be used with
any type substituted for InputIterator, as long as that type supports the ++ operation for moving from one element
to another and the ∗ operation for accessing a value. Similarly, the type bound to T must support assignment and
addition. Note that although we have specified a particular syntax for these parameterized types (we have to write the
algorithm down somehow), we have only specified policy: we have not specified how these operations must be carried
out. The sum() function (a simple version of accumulate() from the C++ Standard Template Library) can be used with
arrays, linked lists, or any other type that meets the requirements for InputIterator and T. For example:
double x[10];
vector <int> y(10);
list <complex<double>> z(10);

2.2

double a = sum(x, x+10, 0.0);
int b = sum(y.begin(), y. end(), 0);
complex<double> c = sum(z.begin(), z. end(), complex<double>(0.0,0.0));

Concepts

A characteristic aspect of generic programming is illustrated here: generic algorithms are defined in terms of properties
of types, not in terms of any particular types. We use the term concept to mean a collection of abstractions, membership
in which is defined by a set of requirements. These requirements are typically: valid expressions, associated types,
semantics, and complexity guarantees. A generic algorithm can then be defined as one that works correctly and
efficiently for every abstraction in a concept. The sum() example above is defined in terms of the Input Iterator
concept. In the STL, generic algorithms for the Input Iterator concept include accumulate(), copy(), for each(),
equal(), transform(), etc.
Some algorithms, however, need additional properties of the types to which they can be applied. When we add
these requirements to those of the Input Iterator concept, we obtain a new concept that has fewer types but where
each type is more specialized and computationally useful because more algorithms can be applied to it. For example,
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Figure 1: Sequential connected components performance on Erdös-Renyi graphs with an edge probability of 0.01.
adding the requirement that values in an iteration sequence can be visited more than once, we obtain the Forward
Iterator concept, which enables algorithms such as STL’s merge(), fill(), rotate(), remove(), replace(), etc. The
relation between Input Iterator and Forward Iterator is an example of concept refinement, and the graph of this
refinement relation is known as a conceptual taxonomy. When a data type meets all requirements of a concept, it is
said to model that concept. When a type models a given concept, it models all concepts that concept refines.

2.3

Performance

Generic programming focuses on abstractions that can be eliminated by the compiler, so that instantiating a generic
algorithm with a set of concrete types results in an algorithm as efficient as one written specifically for those types.
Figure 1 illustrates that the generic connected components algorithm from the sequential Boost Graph Library performs
significantly better than its counterpart in the non-generic LEDA library [35]. In fact, a prior version of the Boost Graph
Library was found to be competitive even with highly-tuned Fortran code for sparse matrix ordering [33].

3

The (Parallel) Boost Graph Library

The parallel and sequential BGL provide efficient and flexible graph data structures and algorithms. The focus of both
libraries is on graph algorithms that are generic with respect to the underlying graph representation and the properties
of vertices and edges that guide the algorithms. Throughout this discussion, “BGL” refers to the sequential BGL,
“Parallel BGL” refers to the Parallel BGL, and “(Parallel) BGL” refers to both the sequential and Parallel BGL.
Algorithms in the (Parallel) BGL typically accept several required parameters and have many optional, named
parameters. For instance, the following is a typical usage of Dijkstra’s single-source shortest paths algorithm:
dijkstra shortest paths(G, s,
weight map(get(edge weight, G)).
predecessor map(predecessor).
distance map(distance));

Here, G is a graph of unspecified type and s is the starting vertex (in graph G) for the algorithm. Section 3.1
describes the allowable types for the parameter G. The other three parameters are passed via the BGL named parameters mechanism, which associates get(edge weight, G) with the weight map parameter, predecessor with the
predecessor map parameter, and distance with the distance map parameter.1 The latter three arguments are property
maps, which associate properties—such as the distance from the source or the weight of an edge—with vertices or
edges in the graph but do not dictate a concrete representation. Property maps are discussed in Section 3.3.
The (Parallel) BGL implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm is a great deal more customizable than is shown here.
For instance, one may replace the representations of zero and ∞, the manner in which distances are compared and
1 The

period separating the named arguments is not an error; it is used by the named parameters simulation code.
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Figure 2: (Parallel) Boost Graph Library concept taxonomy with parallel-only concepts shaded.
added, introduce a visitor for key events such as examining or relaxing an edge, or change the property map associating weights with edges. The implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm in the Parallel BGL is built on the sequential
implementation from the BGL, by applying the generic programming process of lifting [28].

3.1

Graph Concepts

Algorithms in the (Parallel) BGL are generic with respect to the graph type and representation. However, each algorithm necessarily places certain requirements on the graph type and other argument types. Following the generic
programming approach, the requirements have been extracted from each algorithm and documented as graph concepts.
Great care has been taken to ensure that the concepts of the Parallel BGL correspond as closely to the concepts of the
BGL as possible, so that applications using the BGL can be ported to the Parallel BGL without a great deal of effort.
Figure 2 illustrates the (Parallel) BGL graph concept taxonomy. The top-level Graph concept introduces only a
few simple requirements: the type must have associated types that name vertices and edges (called vertex and edge
descriptors), along with some additional identification information. Other concepts of interest include:
• Incidence Graph: Requires that the set of edges outgoing from a given vertex be accessible in constant time.
This concept is essential for algorithms that traverse the graph according to the adjacency structure, such as
breadth-first- and depth-first—search.
• Bidirectional Graph: Requires that the set of edges incoming to a given vertex be accessible in constant time, in
addition to the outgoing edges. This concept allows one to reverse the edges of a graph as an adaptor (called
reverse graph in the BGL) without any performance penalty.
• Distributed Edge List Graph: Requires that the set of edges local to a process be accessible in constant time. The
union of the edge sets returned on all processes must be the set of all edges and the pairwise intersection of these
edge sets must be the empty set. The distributed minimum spanning tree algorithms of Dehne and Götz [18]
require a Distributed Edge List Graph.
• Edge List Graph: Requires that the set of edges in the graph be accessible in constant time. The Bellman-Ford
single-source shortest paths algorithm, for instance, requires an edge list but does not require access to the inor out-edges of a given vertex. Alternatively, one could define this concept as the Distributed Edge List Graph
concept but adding the requirement that the number of processes be one.
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• Distributed Graph: Imposes additional restrictions on the vertex and edge descriptor associated types defined by
the Graph concept. In particular, these descriptors model the Global Descriptor concept, which permits one to
retrieve the owning process of any descriptor and the local identifier (valid only in the owning process) of that
descriptor.
Different graph representations meet the requirements of different concepts within the taxonomy. A directed
adjacency list, for instance, will model Graph, Incidence Graph, Adjacency Graph, Vertex List Graph, and Edge List
Graph. It may also model Bidirectional Graph, but only if in-edges are stored in addition to out-edges. If the adjacency
list is then distributed, it will no longer model Vertex List Graph and Edge List Graph but will instead model Distributed
Vertex List Graph and Distributed Edge List Graph. An undirected (potentially distributed) adjacency list would have
different characteristics—and, therefore, a different set of concepts—as would an adjacency matrix. The next section
describes the primary graph data structure of the (Parallel) BGL. However, it is important to realize that the Parallel
BGL can be applied to graph data structures not provided by the library: any distributed graph-like data structure can
be augmented to support the graph concepts described above, permitting distributed graph computations using the
Parallel BGL to be applied to existing distributed data structures.

3.2

The adjacency list Class Template

The adjacency list is the most widely used graph representation for the (Parallel) BGL, but it is not the only graph
representation. The BGL contains an adjacency matrix, a simple vector-as-graph adaptor, and adaptors that permit
usage of the LEDA graph data structures [35] with BGL algorithms. The adjacency list generator provides efficient
storage for all but very dense graphs but also meets the requirements for many of the graph concepts and, therefore,
many of the generic graph algorithms. However, the adjacency list isn’t a single, concrete representation: it is a type
generator that gives users several degrees of freedom when selecting the underlying data structures for storing edge
and vertex lists (e.g., a vector representation for efficient access or a linked list for efficient insertion and deletion) or
determining what extra information should be associated with edges and vertices (such as edge weights and vertex
labels). For instance, the following typedef generates a particular type of adjacency list:
typedef adjacency list</∗ edge storage = ∗/ listS,
/∗ vertex storage = ∗/ vecS,
/∗ directedness = ∗/ bidirectionalS,
property<vertex distance t, double>,
property<edge weight t, double> > Graph;

The listS and vecS tags indicate that the edge lists for each vertex should be stored in a linked list and that the
vertices in the graph be stored in a vector, respectively. Other options include setS to use a set data structure (and
thereby eliminate parallel edges automatically) or multisetS to use a multiset data structure that permits parallel edges
but keeps edge lists sorted. The bidirectionalS tag indicates that the edges of the graph are directed and that the
adjacency list should also store incoming edges; the resulting type Graph therefore models the Bidirectional Graph
concept.
The two property<...> instantiations attach properties to the vertices and edges of the graph, respectively. For
instance, property<vertex distance t, double> attaches a distance to each vertex (stored as a double). This distance
can be accessed using the tag type vertex distance t (or the canonical value of that type, vertex distance) via a property
map. Multiple properties can be attached to any graph by nesting property<...> instantiations, permitting any number
of user-defined properties. Property maps will be discussed further in Section 3.3.
In the Parallel BGL, the vertices of the graph can be distributed across processes using the distributedS<...>
selector for the vertex list. For instance, the following graph is a distributed version of the previous graph:
typedef adjacency list</∗ edge storage = ∗/ listS,
/∗ vertex storage = ∗/ distributedS<mpi::bsp process group, vecS>,
/∗ directedness = ∗/ bidirectionalS,
property<vertex distance t, double>,
property<edge weight t, double> > DistGraph;

Note that the only change here is that the vertex storage selector has been changed from vecS to
distributedS<mpi::bsp process group, vecS>. The first parameter to the distributedS selector is the process group
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Figure 3: A distributed directed graph represented as an adjacency list across three processors.
over which the graph will be distributed; in this case, the graph uses MPI for communication with the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model [47, 48]. Process groups are discussed in greater detail in Section 3.4. The second
parameter is the kind of storage to be used for vertices local to each process; in this case, they are stored within a
vector.
Figure 3 illustrates how the vertices and edges of the distributed adjacency list are stored. The vertices are distributed among the processes and all edges outgoing from an vertex are stored with that vertex. This layout ensures
that the distributed graph models the Incidence Graph concept (important for, e.g., breadth-first and depth-first search),
subject to the restriction that out-edges are available only in the process owning the vertex. In addition, the properties
attached to vertices and edges (distance and weight, respectively) are stored along with the vertices or edges. Thus,
the distance property of a vertex is stored in the process that owns the vertex.
Once defined, graphs can be constructed in several ways. The functions add vertex() and add edge() add vertices
and edges to the graph, but with the Parallel BGL the user is required to manage the distribution manually, e.g.,
vertices and edges can only be added locally.2 However, when the number of vertices is known in advance one can
construct the graph with an iterator-based interface. For instance, the following builds an Erdös-Renyi [19] graph with
n vertices, edge probability p, and draws random numbers from the random generator gen:
Graph G(erdos renyi iterator<RandomGen, Graph>(gen, n, p),
erdos renyi iterator<RandomGen, Graph>(),
n);

Changing the instances of Graph to DistGraph will create a distributed graph that will automatically distribute
the vertices and edges according to a block distribution. Alternative distributions can be provided as arguments to the
graph constructor.
(Local) vertices and edges in the graph can be accessed via the vertices() and edges() functions of the adjacency
list and by following edges in the adjacency list. The types of vertex and edge descriptors, which are used to name
vertex or edges in the graph, are defined in an auxiliary traits structure [40] called graph traits. One can access the
vertex descriptor type of the graph Graph with:
typedef graph traits<Graph>::vertex descriptor Vertex;

In both distributed and non-distributed graphs, one can access the ith vertex in the graph (globally) via the vertex()
function. For instance, the invocation of Dijkstra’s algorithm could begin at vertex 0 in the graph:
Vertex s = vertex(0, G);
2 This

restriction is required to ensure local completion semantics.
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3.3

Property Maps

Property maps associate additional information with the vertices or edges of a graph and allow algorithms to be
decoupled from the representation of graph attributes. Property maps can be used to access the internal properties
described in the previous section, such as the weight of an edge, but can also associate external data with graphs.
Internal properties of a graph can be accessed via the get() function and their type can be determined using the
property map class template. For instance, the following code creates a property map that can access the distance of
any vertex in the graph G:
property map<Graph, vertex distance t>::type distance = get(vertex distance, G);

When the graph G is distributed, the code is unchanged but the semantics differ slightly. The distance of all local
vertices will be immediately available, but the distance of a remote vertex will be inaccessible until after it is requested.
The discussion of the semantics of distributed property maps is deferred to the end of this section.
Properties can be stored externally to the graph via any number of data structures. One need only provide a suitable
property map to access these data structures. The (Parallel) BGL provides several of these adaptors, the most common
of which is the iterator property map, which accepts a random access iterator pointing to the beginning of a data
structure along with a mapping from keys to indices within the data structure. For instance, we can define the mapping
from vertices to predecessors as follows:
// A mapping from vertices to indices
typedef property map<Graph, vertex index t>::type VertexIndexMap;
// Predecessor vector and property map
vector<Vertex> pred vec(num vertices(G));
iterator property map<vector<Vertex>::iterator, VertexIndexMap> predecessor(pred vec.begin(), get(vertex index, G));

The initial typedef extracts the type of the built-in property map that associates vertices in the graph with integers
in the range [0, num vertices(G)). The second line of code constructs a vector with enough storage to contain predecessors for each vertex, and the final line of code constructs a property map to access these predecessors. The same
code operates similarly on a distributed graph, where num vertices(G) returns the number of vertices stored locally,
so that each process stores only data for local vertices. Ghost cells can then be created to cache values for vertices in
other processes.
Although distributed property maps mimic the interface of non-distributed property maps and model the same concepts, the semantics of the primary property map operations, get() and put(), differ slightly to ensure local completion
semantics:
• get(p, k): Retrieves the value associated with key k from the property map p. For local keys and non-distributed
property maps, this value will be stored in a local property map and can be accessed directly. For remote keys,
the value will be present in a ghost cell. If no such ghost cell exists, one will first be created and filled with a
default value. The origin of the default value will be discussed shortly.
• put(p, k, v): Replaces the value associated with key k with the new value v. For local keys and non-distributed
property maps, this involves copying v into the local property map. For remote vertices, a message will be sent
to the owner of k containing the new value.
A process may receive several messages with updated values for a given key, corresponding to concurrent put()
operations on different processes. Distributed property maps contain a resolver that combines the values received via
messages with the values stored locally. The combination method differs based on the use of the property map: for
instance, a property map containing shortest distances will always select the smaller value, while a property map used
to store visited flags would perform a logical OR of the values. Resolvers are also responsible for providing a default
value when a ghost cell is created by a get() operation, e.g., ∞ for shortest distances or false for visited flags.
Distributed property maps can be constructed with the class template distributed property map given the process
group of the graph, a local property map, and a key type that is a model of the Global Descriptor concept. Thus, any
non-distributed property map can be adapted to a distributed property map with little effort. However, the Parallel
BGL provides automatic adaptors (by way of class template partial specialization) that permit code using property
maps to remain unchanged when moving from a non-distributed graph to a distributed graph. These adaptors follow
the Execution Instance Ordering pattern [27].
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Property maps are an important part of the BGL, abstracting access to data away from the storage of that data. The
Parallel BGL enriches this abstraction, permitting both internal and external property maps to be distributed across
processes. Moreover, the shift to distributed property maps has little or no effect on the program source code: all
program code presented this paper will execute efficiently on either distributed or non-distributed graphs.

3.4

Process Groups

Process groups abstract the notion of several processes cooperating to perform some computation. The Parallel BGL
defines a concept taxonomy for process groups (see Figure 4), where concepts differ based on the topology of processors (e.g., free-form, linear, or an array) and the method of communication (e.g., message-passing vs. shared
memory). Process group concepts provide the crucial separation between the requirements an algorithm places on
its communication layer and the implementation of those requirements. For instance, an algorithm’s semantics may
not be dependent on the order in which messages are delivered, so long as it can detect when all messages have been
received. Instantiating the algorithm with different process groups results in algorithms with different communication
behavior, consistency models, and performance, although the algorithm remains correct. Thus, the algorithms can
be provided with process groups that are optimized for the hardware on which the algorithm will be executed. At
present, we are primary interested in the Messaging Process Group concept, which requires the existence of several
communication operations:
• send(pg, dest, tag, value): Send the given value in a message marked with the given numerical tag to the process
with identifier dest. Messages with a given (source, dest) pair are guaranteed to be received in the order sent.
• receive(pg, source, tag, value): Receive a message containing value from process source with the given tag.
• probe(pg): Immediately returns a (source, tag) pair if a message is available, or a no-message indicator.
• synchronize(pg): Collectively waits until all messages sent by any process are stored in a buffer at their destinations. All messages sent prior to synchronization may be immediately received after synchronization.
The requirements of the Messaging Process Group concept are similar to the BSP parallel communication model,
in that messages received are not guaranteed to be received until after synchronize() is invoked. Note, however, that
this definition permits messages to be delivered before a synchronization. Thus, the Messaging Process Group concept
will be modeled by a process group type that immediately sends messages but includes synchronization. The Parallel
BGL also defines a BSP Process Group concept that refines Messaging Process Group but adds the requirement that
messages not be delivered before synchronize() is called. Finally, the Immediate Process Group refines Messaging
Process Group by requiring that receive() block while waiting for messages and that receives be matched to sends
without an intervening synchronize().
The Parallel BGL implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm is an example of an algorithm that is specified in terms
of the Messaging Process Group concept, but has different behavior and performance characteristics depending on the
message delivery time. When messages are delivered only on calls to synchronize() boundaries, as with process groups
that model the BSP Process Group concept, Dijkstra’s algorithm proceeds via a series of supersteps. Within each
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superstep, the processors communicate to find the global minimum shortest path from the source vertex to any vertex
not already completed. Each processor relaxes the edges outgoing from any vertex that has a distance “close enough”
to the global minimum distance, as determined by various heuristics [16, 37]. The processors then communicate
relaxed edges and enter the next superstep.
When Dijkstra’s algorithm is provided with a process group that immediately delivers messages (e.g., a process
group that models the Immediate Process Group concept), the notion of a superstep changes from the BSP model.
The algorithm is roughly the same, but instead of queuing updates that arise from relaxing edges, the updates are
sent and processed immediately. Thus, when the communication medium is very fast, each superstep may process
more vertices, leading to fewer supersteps. With fast interconnects and sparse graphs, this formulation may prove
more efficient than the BSP model. This decision is left to the user, who may choose what kind of process group is
appropriate for her environment and instantiate the implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm accordingly.

4

Experimental Results

We evaluated the performance of the Parallel BGL on graphs generated with various graph models: Erdös-Renyi [19],
small-world [50], and scale-free [8, 20]. Erdös-Renyi graphs are the best-studied random graphs and are often used
for theoretical evaluations of algorithm complexity. Small-world graphs maintain a high level of clustering, small
diameter, and tend to distribute well; we typically expect the best performance and scalability with these graphs and
use a rewiring probability of 0.04 to ensure a small diameter. Scale-free graphs, which we generate with the PowerLaw Out Degree (PLOD) algorithm [42], have power-law degree distributions (we fix the power at −0.5 for our tests)
that reflect those of real-world networks such as the web graph or actor collaboration networks [8, 20]. Algorithms
that rely on traversing the edges incident on each vertex may exhibit poorer performance on scale-free graphs due to
the large standard deviation in vertex degrees. For these experiments, we generated all of the graphs randomly but did
not partition the graphs before invoking each algorithm.
We performed our performance evaluation on Odin, which consists of 128 compute nodes connected via Infiniband.
Each node contains 4GB main memory with two 2.0GHz AMD Opteron processors, but for our tests we have left one
processor idle on each node. The Parallel BGL tests were compiled using a prerelease version of Boost 1.33.0 [11]
(containing the sequential BGL) and version 0.5.0 of the Parallel BGL [26]. Comparisons against CGMgraph [14]
used version 0.9.5 beta3 , available from the CGMlib web site [15]. All programs were compiled with version 3.4.3 of
the GNU C++ compiler [21] using optimization level −O3 and LAM/MPI 7.1.1 [12].
In this paper we report results for several algorithms implemented in the Parallel BGL. More complete performance
data for Parallel BGL algorithms is available on the project’s web page [26].

4.1

Dijkstra’s Algorithm

Dijkstra’s algorithm computes shortest paths from a given source vertex to every vertex in the graph. The implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm in the Parallel BGL uses the naı̈ve formulation of parallel Dijkstra’s algorithm [25,
§10.7.2], but augments it with priority queues that use a variety of heuristics to increase the number of vertices that
can be processed in a given superstep. The Eager implementation of Dijkstra’s implementation looks ahead a constant
distance to find vertices near the global minimum distance in each superstep [37]. Alternative heuristics consider the
weights of incoming and outgoing edges to each vertex, as described by Crauser et al [16].
Figure 5 illustrates the performance of the Eager implementation using a constant lookahead of 0.1. For the dense
graph (left), the lookahead value 0.1 is much too large, resulting in an immediate performance degradation because
the algorithm must revisit the same vertices multiple times. As the number of processors increases, the vertices are
more spread out and the negative effects of the over-eager lookahead are not as pronounced. The lookahead of 0.1 was
manually tuned for the sparse graphs on the right-hand side of the figure, where it provides excellent scalability and
performance.
Figure 6 illustrates the performance of the Parallel BGL implementation of Crauser et al.’s heuristics for Dijkstra’s
algorithm [16]. The performance scales slightly better on dense graphs than on sparse graphs, but is reasonable in
both cases up to 32 processors. Beyond 32 processors, the heuristics cannot expose sufficient parallelism to keep all
3 We made minor changes to the source code to facilitate newer C++ compilers than the code was originally developed with, but no changes to
any part that is included in timing tests.
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Figure 5: Eager Dijkstra’s single-source shortest paths algorithm on randomly-generated graphs with edge weights
uniformly distribution in [0, 1) and a constant lookahead of 0.1.
processors busy. However, this algorithm does have the advantage that it does not need to be tuned by a lookahead
parameter. By default, the dijkstra shortest paths() implementation applies the Crauser et al. heuristics; supplying an
explicit lookahead value employs the Eager Dijkstra algorithm.

4.2

Connected Components

The Parallel BGL implements a variation of the connected components algorithm by Goddard, Kumar, and Prins [24]
using some optimizations from Johnson and Metaxas [30] and adapted for distributed memory. We evaluated our
implementation on graphs generated with all three graph models.
Figure 7 illustrates the performance of our implementation on graphs with 100,000 vertices and roughly 15 million
undirected edges (for an average degree of around 300), with execution time on the left and speedup on the right. We
note that scalability is quite good up to 64 processors and that the algorithm performs slightly better on small-world
graphs than scale-free or Erdös-Renyi graphs. We have also evaluated the performance of the algorithm on much more
sparse graphs (average degree of around 30), where a load imbalance due to large connected components results in
poor scalability past 16 processors; we are currently investigating these problems (which have been noted by other
researchers [13]) to determine if they are due to the algorithm itself or the implementation.
Figure 8 illustrates the performance of the Parallel BGL relative to CGMgraph, using Erdös-Renyi graphs with
96,000 vertices and 10 million edges4 . The CGMgraph results shown in the left-hand plot exhibit the same trends as the
results presented in [14], although our cluster is faster. On the same graphs, the Parallel BGL exhibits better scalability
and performs significantly faster. The right-hand plot shows the speedup of the Parallel BGL over CGMgraph, which
varies between 17 and 30. Inspection of the CGMlib and CGMgraph source code leads us to believe that the use of
virtual function calls within the communication infrastructure is causing the poor performance.5

4.3

Minimum Spanning Tree

The Parallel BGL contains implementations of four algorithms that solve the distributed minimum spanning tree
(MST) problem due to Dehne and Götz [18]. Figure 9 illustrates the performance and speedup of each algorithm for
the three random graph models, for both dense (left) and sparse (right) graphs. On the dense graphs, the “Merge MSF”
algorithm scales more poorly than the others, but the scalability of all algorithms is reasonable, with the “Then-Merge”
algorithm slightly faster than the others. It is interesting to note that the simple parallelization of Borůvka’s algorithm
4 These
5 We

graphs are equivalent to the largest graphs reported by Chan and Dehne [14].
have seen similar effects—with similar speedups—when comparing the (sequential) BGL to Java graph libraries.
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Figure 6: Crauser et al.’s single-source shortest paths algorithm on randomly-generated graphs with edge weights
uniformly distribution in [0, 1).
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Figure 7: Connected Components performance on randomly-generated graphs with 100k vertices and 15M edges.
performs as well as any of the other, theoretically better algorithms. Although the plots do not convey scale, the
minimum spanning tree algorithms are roughly four times slower than the connected components algorithm.
The right-hand side of Figure 9 illustrates the performance of the MST algorithms on sparse graphs with an
average degree of around 30. Here we see that the algorithms do not scale well, with performance leveling off around
32 processors. This is expected, as it confirms the theoretical results presented by Dehne and Götz [18]: the algorithms
are only expected to be efficient when m/n ≥ p, i.e., the number of processors does not exceed the average degree.
The parallel Borůvka and Then-Merge algorithms still perform reasonably well on these graphs. Both algorithms
appear to be good choices in practice.

4.4

Graph Coloring

The Parallel BGL implements the vertex coloring algorithm due to Boman et al. [10]. The algorithm has its roots in
the standard sequential vertex coloring algorithm, which visits the vertices in the graph in some specified order and,
for each vertex, selects the lowest-numbered color that creates a valid coloring. The Boman et al. algorithm has the
same sequential step, but after each superstep processors exchange vertex colors with their neighbors to resolve any
conflicts.
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Figure 8: Connected Components performance of the Parallel BGL and CGMgraph on Erdös-Renyi graphs with 96k
vertices and 10M edges.
Figure 10 illustrates the performance of the Parallel BGL implementation of the vertex coloring algorithm. On
small-world graphs, where the majority of the neighbors of each vertex are locale, the implementation provides excellent scalability, as expected. Also, sparse graphs tend to scale much better than dense graphs, since the density of
graphs directly effects the number of colors required to represent the graph and the number of conflicts that occur in
the communication phase.

4.5

Scalability on Large Graphs

All of the performance results we have shown previously illustrate the speedup provided by algorithms in the Parallel
BGL on relatively small graphs that fit in the memory of a single compute node. Figure 11 illustrates the performance
and scalability of selected Parallel BGL algorithms on small-world graphs with 546, 875 vertices per processor (70M
vertices on 128 processors) and an average degree of 30 (> 1B edges on 128 processors). Ideally, the plots for each
algorithm in Figure 11 would be nearly horizontal lines, as the number of vertices and edges is scaled linearly with
the number of processors. Breadth-First Search, Eager Dijkstra’s shortest paths (with lookahead 0.1), and Connected
Components all scale reasonably well up to 128 processors. However, the vertex coloring and Crauser et al. shortest
paths algorithms do not fare as well. Notably absent from these performance results are the minimum spanning tree
algorithms described in Section 4.3: by design, these algorithms require each processor to store information about
each vertex in the graph. While this is feasible for smaller graphs, it is not possible to store this information for each
processor with a 70M -vertex graph, so we have chosen to omit partial results.

5

Related Work

The CGMgraph library [14, 15] implements several graph algorithms, including Euler tour, connected components,
spanning tree, and bipartite graph detection. It uses its own communication layer built on top of MPI and based on
the Course Grained Multicomputer (CGM) [17] model, a variant of the BSP model. From an architectural standpoint,
CGMgraph and the Parallel BGL adopt different programming paradigms: the former adheres to Object-Oriented
principles whereas the latter follows the principles of generic programming. We have provided comparative results in
Figure 8 for the only algorithm the two libraries have in common at this time.
The ParGraph library [29] shares many of its goals with the Parallel BGL. Both libraries are based on the sequential
BGL and aim to provide flexible, efficient parallel graph algorithms. More importantly, both libraries directly address
the problem of distributed property maps. The libraries differ in their approach to parallelism: the Parallel BGL stresses
source-code compatibility with the sequential BGL, eliminating most explicit communication. ParGraph, on the other
hand, represents communication explicitly, which may permit additional optimizations. Since ParGraph provides only
maximum-flow and breadth-first search implementations, so we have not provided a performance comparison.
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Figure 9: Minimum Spanning Tree performance on randomly-generated graphs with edge weights uniformly distributed in [0, 1). The left-hand charts represent dense graphs (100k vertices, 15M edges) and the right-hand charts
represent sparse graphs (1M vertices, 15M edges).
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Figure 10: Vertex coloring performance on randomly-generated graphs.
The Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library (STAPL) [3, 4] is a generic parallel library providing data structures and algorithms whose interfaces closely match those of the C++ Standard Template Library. STAPL and Parallel
BGL both share the explicit goal of parallelizing an existing generic library, but their approach to parallelization is
quite different. STAPL is an adaptive library, that will determine at run time how best to distribute a data structure or
parallelize an algorithm, whereas the Parallel BGL encodes distribution information (i.e., the process group) into the
data structure types and makes parallelization decisions at compile time. Run time decisions potentially offer a more
convenient interface, but compile time decisions permit the library to optimize itself to particular features of the task or
communication model (an active library [49]), effectively eliminating the cost of any abstractions we have introduced.
STAPL includes a distributed graph container with several algorithms. When STAPL becomes available, we intend
to conduct performance comparisons with overlapping algorithms and introduce a Parallel BGL process group using
STAPL’s communication layer, which will provide a more flexible, adaptive option to users of the Parallel BGL.

6

Conclusion

The Parallel BGL is a generic C++ library of graph algorithms and data structures that inherits the flexible interface
of the sequential Boost Graph Library. Algorithms in the Parallel BGL are scalable, matching the scalability of other
libraries and theoretical results, and efficient, maintaining a large speedup over one other publicly-available parallel
graph library.
The Parallel BGL sports a modest selection of distributed graph algorithms, including breadth-first— and depthfirst search, Dijkstra’s single-source shortest paths algorithm, connected components, minimum spanning tree, and
PageRank [41]. We are currently extending the library with additional algorithm implementations, in particular
maximum-flow algorithms and graph partitioning.
We are also investigating extensions to the sequential (and Parallel) BGL to support fine-grained parallelism. We
are particularly interested in studying the abstractions required to support high-performance parallelism on sharedmemory machines and their relation to the process groups we have devised for distributed memory. With a unified
model, we hope to seamlessly support clusters of SMPs within the Parallel BGL.

7

Availability

The current release of the Parallel BGL, which supports primarily distributed-memory computation, is available at
http://www.osl.iu.edu/research/pbgl under a BSD-style license. It integrates with the (sequential)
BGL, available as part of the Boost libraries [11].
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